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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW  
October 8, 2020 
 
JIM FURYK 
 
 
CHRIS RICHARDS:  Jim, we don't talk about undefeated seasons in golf very often, but 
you've got one going on right now. What's that mentality like coming in? 
 
JIM FURYK:  It's been fun, I've been on a nice roll for the last two events that I played out 
here. When you say undefeated season, it's only been two tournaments. When you get on a 
good roll like that, when you're playing well and you've got some momentum, it's a lot of fun.  
 
Now the goal's to try to keep that going. I feel game's in good shape. Got a few things I've 
been working on in the couple off weeks and we'll try to bring that in here to Prestonwood at 
the SAS.  
 
It's exciting. It's nice to be -- I didn't know six months ago when I turned 50 whether I was 
going to commit to playing the PGA TOUR or the Champions Tour and, you know, coming 
out here and having some success but seeing some friends, seeing golf courses that are 
7,000 yards, I kind of like the atmosphere, I've been enjoying it. I'm still going to play a few 
events on the PGA TOUR, but I think this is going to be my home, and just excited to play 
some golf. It was fun to compete, get in contention for two weeks. I'd definitely like to get 
that feeling again.  
 
CHRIS RICHARDS:  You've won twice coming into this week, you obviously know the 
history that's potentially on the line. How does that play -- how much do you think about 
that? 
 
JIM FURYK:  Well, you all mention it a lot, so if I check our Twitter feed, it's on there every 
day. 
 
I won those two events because I focused on kind of the process of what was it going to take 
kind of leading up to the tournament to get ready. During the tournament I focused on the 
shot at hand or the task at hand and what I needed to do to be successful and didn't really 
think about the result in trying to win a golf tournament. 
 
Coming in here and reading about no one ever winning three in a row, it's real easy to get 
kind of caught up and think about trying to win, but I didn't get to this position doing that. I 
got in this position really just worrying about my game and going out there and playing the 
best I could and playing a good Friday round, setting it up, playing a good Saturday round, 
getting myself in contention, and then kind of going through that same routine on Sunday. 
You know, I was fortunate to end up on top. Try to do the same things this week and not 
really focus on trying to win a golf tournament, but just going out there and playing the best I 
can.  
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CHRIS RICHARDS:  What kind of challenge does this week present, because the first two 
wins you had were at courses that you were very familiar with, Warwick and Pebble. You're 
not familiar with this course like you are with those two. 
 
JIM FURYK:  Right, first time here, Prestonwood. It's a nice golf course, but I came in 
probably -- not being in the Thursday pro-am, I came in Tuesday morning so I could see the 
golf course on Tuesday, play the pro-am on Wednesday and really feel more comfortable 
playing the golf course twice rather than just once. So yesterday was kind of to solidify what 
I saw on Tuesday. Also maybe to look at -- some of the greens out here are tricky. I think if 
you can put the ball in play, you're going to have a fair number of short irons, but the greens 
are really tricky. You've got to put the ball in the correct spots. Putting's going to be very 
difficult, and the greens are also very fast.  
 
So I think just kind of getting an extra day under my belt was real worthwhile. Now I'm not in 
the pro-am today, so I've got a little bit of a day off. I'm going to go play golf otherwise and 
just try to get my game in shape. 
 
Q.  Any thoughts on yesterday Phil committed next week to his second PGA TOUR 
Champions event? 
 
JIM FURYK:  Yeah, I heard. That's exciting. To have a player of his caliber, to have that 
name recognition to come out here and play the Champions Tour, it's great for this tour, it's 
great for all of us playing.  
 
I know there will be a huge buzz. There will be a much bigger media presence probably 
when he's talking to his group next week, so it will be a lot of fun. Glad to have him out. And 
he whipped up on the field there in Branson, so I'm sure guys will be gunning for him. 
 
Q.  You're playing next week, right? 
 
JIM FURYK:  I am. 
 
Q.  Have you ever been to Richmond or that golf course? 
 
JIM FURYK:  I've been to Richmond, but I don't believe I've been to that golf course. We 
played a Korn Ferry Tour event there, but I don't believe I played -- either I didn't play that 
week, wasn't in that week or maybe we didn't quite play there at the time. I have to go back. 
Getting old at 50, Champions Tour now, I forget some things.  
 
So apparently there was a Korn Ferry Tour event on this golf course as well, but I believe it 
was my first year. It was early in the season, I may not have gotten in, I was a conditional 
player at the time, so I definitely don't believe I've seen Prestonwood before, but maybe you 
all can check the records and tell me I played here, too. I don't know. 
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Q.  I saw you play on Tuesday with Jerry. He obviously won here last year. Anything 
you picked his brain about? 
 
JIM FURYK:  No. It was kind of nice, like Jerry is a straight ball-hitter. We have some 
similarities in our game as far as more of a control and pick our way around a golf course. 
He's real comfortable here. He kind of got up on the tees and hit first, I could kind of follow 
his lead, you know, 3-wood, driver. He hits it pretty straight so I could see where he was 
going, so it kind of helped me navigate.  
 
But Prestonwood's a pretty straightforward golf course. It's well bunkered off the tee. Using 
the yardage book I got a feel real easy of where I was supposed to put the ball, and playing 
with him helped out definitely to kind of just get around the golf course and see it a little bit. 
 
CHRIS RICHARDS:  Thanks, Jim. 
  


